Home Learning Pack
Year 5
Autumn Week 10

Home Learning Links
Oak National Academy
Oak National Academy is an online classroom and resource hub. It provides high-quality video lessons and
resources to support teachers, parents and pupils.
www.thenational.academy

BBC Bitesize
With BBC Bitesize it is easy to keep learning at home. You can access regular daily lessons in English, maths
and other core subjects.
https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize
World Book Online
World Book online have just made their fabulous collection of over 3,000 e-books and audiobooks
available for free for children to access at home. They have books suitable for all ages. Click on the
following link to access them.
https://worldbook.kitaboo.com/reader/worldbook/index.html?usertoken=Mjk5MzQ6MTpJUjA5MjAxNjoy
OmNsaWVudDE2OTc6MTY5NzoyMjE2Mjg4OjE6MTU4NDM4MDExMzA2Mjp1cw%3D%3D
Read Works.org
Read Works offers access to 3000+ comprehension for all age groups. Just sign up for a free account to
access fantastic texts.
https://www.readworks.org/
Tutortastic
An online platform with tutorials and videos for home learning.
https://www.tutortastic.co.uk/blog/homelearning
Education Quizzes
A series of short quizzes for children to complete related to the National Curriculum subjects. Just select
KS1 for Reception, Year 1 & Year 2 and select KS2 for Years 3-6.
https://www.educationquizzes.com/ks1/
Top Marks
A range of activities here but especially good interactive activities for maths.
https://www.topmarks.co.uk/
Classroom Secrets
Classroom Secrets Kids is offering free access to everyone until the end of April 2020. The platform is
aimed at primary aged children and covers subjects such as maths, reading, grammar and spelling. The
platform is really child-friendly so that they're able to access it on their own. There are a load of games and
interactive activities from phonics to SATs
https://kids.classroomsecrets.co.uk/
National Geographic
National Geographic is a great platform for learning and it’s totally free. There are online games, resources
and competitions, too.
https://www.natgeokids.com/uk/teacher-category/primary-resources/
Reading Eggspress
Reading Eggspress has lots of reading activities including comprehension and retrieval questions to have a
go at. Your child’s Username and Password should be written in his Homework Book.

https://readingeggspress.co.uk/?_ga=2.107706762.961348329.1601363904-660844018.1598947512

We have been learning about division this week, mostly looking in-depth at partitioning and we will
transition into using the short method for division. Here are some great maths games to play on Laptops or
iPads.
https://www.topmarks.co.uk/Search.aspx?q=division
Times Tables Rockstars
This is a great times tables game, practice all of the tables up to 12 x 12. Log- in should be in Homework
book/ Reading diary.
https://ttrockstars.com/

Handwriting
Practise two rows of these joins each day.
Write down five words which contain these letters?
Use the word to make joined up writing sentences.
nes
nef
lig

Monday English
GPS
LO To explore expanded noun phrases
Watch this video on Expanded Noun Phrases
https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/topics/zwwp8mn/articles/z3nfw6f

Reading

1. What is the title of the story?
2. Predict what the story will be about? What will the characters
be like? Where might it be set?
3. What is interesting about the spelling of the words in the title?
4. What does ‘sun’ mean? How does this affect your impression of
the title?
5. What connotations (associations) could we make with the word
‘sun’? e.g. life force, hot, centre

Watch the film to 1 minute.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JYxz54t1rgI
Who is this character and what do we know about him?

1. Write 5 expanded noun phrases about the features of this character.
 What does he look like?
 What are his features?
 What is he holding?
2. Write 1 sentence about who this character might be?
3. Challenge: Use your sentences to write a short paragraph about this character.

Monday Maths

Monday Geography

LO: To map the Alexandrian Empire and mark the famous battles.
Find out about the growth of Alexander’s empire and fill in the boxes
below:

Tuesday English
GPS
LO To use expanded noun phrases in sentences
The bright, blue sports car sped past the calm, green field.
The white, spotted cow silently grazed beside the farmer’s broken, red barn.

Choose one word from each column to create an expanded noun
phrase. Underline the adjectives in each sentence.
Determiner

Adjectives

Nouns

Prepositional
phrases

a
an
the
some
one
two
hundreds of
several

blue
comfy
comfortable
cosy
soft
plush
bright
brilliant

chair
lamp
light
girl
book
tome
building
house

in the spotlight
next to the
lamp
beside the light
near the window
on the shelf
upon the chair
in the armchair
across the room

Play the film to 1 minute 24 seconds.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JYxz54t1rgI
Predict what will happen next?
How do you know?
LO: To create a setting description using expanded noun phrases.
Noun phrases are one of the key building blocks in language. They
label our world and bring it into being!
We make noun phrases by adding to a noun and telling the reader
more about that noun.

The scrunched and jagged paper, which hung limply on the wall, displayed the love and passion
of his father. Each magnifying glass, chipped and abandoned on the work desk, was coated in
a thick fog.
The teddies bulging eyes ignited in question.
Before the orrery, the antiquated watch lay illuminated beneath the man's light.

Activity: Choose 5 things in this picture and create 5 different noun phrases
describing them. Build up your phrases like so:

What is it (Noun)? key
Which one (determiner)? The key
What is it like (adjectives/ adjectival phrase)? The time-worn key
Where/ when /how is it (prepositional phrase)? The time-worn key in the
man's hand
What is it doing (clause)? The time-worn key, in the man's hand, reflected
the scars of its past.

Tuesday Maths

Tuesday History
LO: To examine the life of Alexander the Great and his influence on
the Greek empire.
https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/topics/z87tn39/articles/z8q8wmn
In ten years, Alexander of Macedonia created the largest empire in the world
up to that time
Alexander spread Greek culture, ensuring cultural diffusion and the survival of

the qualities of classical Greece


Find out about Alexander the Great and answer these questions:
Where was Alexander born?
What does ‘conquered’ mean?
How old was Alexander when he became king of Macedonia?
‘Alexander squelched rebellions in the northern regions to the Danube River’. Can you think
of a synonym for the underlined word?
How many soldiers did Alexander take with him?
What did Alexander do to the Gordian knot?
Why do you think his soldiers didn’t want to go any further?
How old was Alexander when he died?

Wednesday English

What is in the sky?
Describe it.
Do you think it is important? Why/Why not?
Have you ever seen one of these before?
LO: To create expanded noun phrases using the 5 senses.
Watch film to 3.04 minutes.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JYxz54t1rgI

How could you describe this image using sensory language?






What would
What would
What would
What would
What would

you be able
you be able
you be able
you be able
you be able

to
to
to
to
to

feel if you were there?
taste if you were there?
see if you were there?
smell if you were there?
hear if you were there?

Write a paragraph about the picture above and ensure you appeal to
all the senses in your description.
Wednesday Maths

Wednesday Science
Gravity
LO: To know what gravity and resistance are and identify balanced
and unbalanced forces
Watch this video: https://vimeo.com/111261824

Can you explain what happened?
What caused the Meteorite to fall to Earth?
Watch this video on Forces Training
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=SiSqdZuvdI8

http://www.bbc.co.uk/education/clips/zhmqxnb
Gravity is actually a relatively weak force, much weaker than the forces
that hold together the ground or floor we stand on, so it is not strong
enough to pull us through to its centre.
The ground provides an ‘equal and opposite’ balancing force to our
weight. Because these separate forces are in balance, we do not fall
through the ground.
If what we stand on is not strong enough to hold us – like a thin layer of
ice on water, or a rotten wood floor for example – then our weight will
overcome the resistance that the floor can provide and we fall through it.
Write down as many things as they can that are not directly on the ground
but that are not touching the ground (things on tables or bookshelves).
Can you explain what is happening?
What forces are at work in this picture?

Add the forces to these pictures

Thursday English
Ask an adult to test you on your Autumn tern spellings.

Watch film to 3.35 minutes.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JYxz54t1rgI
What does the machine do?
How does it work?
What will it do to the man?
LO: To describe the character’s feelings in a visual narrative.
Watch the film to the end.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JYxz54t1rgI

Who is he?
How does the astronomer’s son feel?
Chart his emotions from the beginning, middle and end.

Thursday Maths

Friday English
Create word pyramids for the following spellings:
Thorough
Rhyme
Desperate

Summarise the story in 30 words or less.
Remember, you have to include the key events of the story.

Thursday French

Write a sentence about your opinion of each sport and justify your
response. Example:

Friday Maths

Decimals and Fractions
Problem solving and reasoning questions
20

•

Write three fractions equivalent to /25.

•

Look at the pattern in the denominators.

•

Then write three fractions equivalent to /21 and do the same.

•

What can you predict about the pattern in the denominators of fractions

7

3

equivalent to /4?

Write the missing numbers to make each sentence true.
?/ = 8/
6

4/ < 5/

24

?
1

?/ > 7/

?

6

10

1

How many times must I add /5 to /10 to get a total over 1?
Mystery fractions.
• Fraction A is half fraction B
•

6

Fraction B is added to /8 to give one whole.

Write fractions A and B in their simplest forms.
Friday Computing
To explain how sharing information online lets people in different
places work together
I

can recognise that connected digital devices allow us to access
shared files stored online
I

can send information over the internet in different ways

I

can explain that the internet allows different media to be shared

Answer these questions:
 What
 Why

factors are important for successful communication?

do we use addresses?

 What

are small parcels of digital information called?

Two people need to write a book together. They live 150 miles
(240 kilometres) apart. In what different ways could they work together?

Using only your computer, compile a fact file with a friend on a topic
of your choice. How will you communicate? Where will you save your
resources and fact file? How will you organise who does what?
Out of 10, how effective do you think you were at working together?
 How

do you feel after collaborating online today?

 Would
 Out

you like to do more collaborating online in the future?

of 10, how good do you think your project will be when it’s
finished?

